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REPORTS

The calcined macroporous alumina was
amorphous, exhibiting a considerably higher surface area than the zirconia or titania
samples. The walls of this sample appeared
to be amorphous films by ED and TEM
(Fig. 3), yet the 3D packing of the macropores in this sample was similar to that for
zirconia and titania. The wall thicknesses,
estimated from TEM, varied significantly
among the three samples. It is likely that
wall thicknesses depend on the individual
crystallization kinetics, as well as on any
interactions between the latex templates
and the inorganic components.
Preliminaryexperimentshave shown that
this technique of creating3D orderedmacroporous structures can easily be adapted to
oxides of other metals (such as iron and
tungsten), phosphates(such as aluminophosphate), and possibly chalcogenides (18). It is

also possible to create hybrid organic-inorganic wall compositions by using organoalkoxysilanes as precursors, similar to the
direct synthesis of mesoporous sieves (19).
The ease, reproducibility,and versatility of
this synthetic approachwill facilitate developmentof new materialsand the examination
relations.We anticiof theirstructure-property
pate that the techniquecan be modifiedto includedifferenttemplatesizes. The simplicityof
the methodsuggeststhatit is amenableto commercialscale-up.Foreseeabletechnologicalapplicationsof these materialsinclude quantum
optics or optical communications,chromatography,large-moleculecatalysis,host-guestsystems, thermalor electricalinsulators,composites, and porouselectrodesor electrolytes.
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Fig. 2. An SEMimage of the calcinedmacroporoustitaniasample.Thecrevicein the center
of the image revealsthe porestructurein three
dimensions.Steps and facets resemble those
typicallyfound in crystallinestructures.Facets
composed of hexagonallyclose packedvoids
were most commonlyobserved.
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A tunable Kondoeffect has been realized in small quantum dots. A dot can be
switched from a Kondo system to a non-Kondo system as the number of
electrons on the dot is changed from odd to even. The Kondotemperature can
be tuned by means of a gate voltage as a single-particle energy state nears the
Fermi energy. Measurements of the temperature and magnetic field dependence of a Coulomb-blockadeddot show good agreement with predictions of
both equilibriumand nonequilibriumKondo effects.

Quantumdots are small solid-statedevices in e. The quantizationof chargepermitsthe use
which the numberof electronscan be made a of a simple model in which all of the elecwell-defined integer N. The electronic states tron-electroninteractionsare capturedin the
in dots can be probed by transportwhen a
single-electron charging energy e2/C, where
small tunnel coupling is allowed between the C is the capacitanceof the dot. This simple
dot and nearby source and drain leads. This model has been successful in describing the
coupling is usually made as weak as possible transportphenomenagenerallyknown as sinto prevent strong fluctuationsin the number gle-electrontransportand Coulombblockade
alumina sample.No crystallineparticles are~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
of confined electrons.A well-defined number effects (1).
observed eitherfrom bulk PXRDpatterns or~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
If the tunnel coupling to the leads is inof electrons also implies a definite confined
from SAED
patterns.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
charge,that is, N times the elementarycharge creased, the number of electrons on the dot
becomes less well defined. When the fluctuations in N become much greaterthan unity,
S. M. Cronenwett, Department of Applied Physics and
the quantizationof charge is completely lost.
DIMES,Delft University of Technology, Post Office
lOOnm
Box 5046, 2600 GA Delft, Netherlands, and DepartIn this open regime, theories of noninteractment of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA,
ing electrons usually give a proper descripFig.3. TEMKA image
ofthecalcinedmacroporous
94305-4060, USA. T. H. Oosterkamp and L. P. Kouof transport.The theory is more complition
wenhoven, Department of Applied Physics and DIMES,
cated in the intermediateregime where the
Delft University of Technology, Post Office Box 5046,
tunnel coupling is relatively strong but the
2600 GA Delft, Netherlands.
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discretenessof chargestill plays an important
role. Here, the transportdescriptionneeds to
incorporatehigher order tunneling processes
through virtual, intermediate states. When
spin is neglected, these processes are known
as cotunneling(2). When one keeps track of
the spin, it can be convenientto view tunneling as a magnetic-exchangecoupling. In this
case, the physics of a quantumdot connected
to leads becomes similar to the physics of
magnetic impurities coupled to the conduction electrons in a metal host, that is, the
Kondo effect (3, 4). Recent theory has predicted new Kondo phenomena in quantum
dots (5-7). This spin system allows one to
study an individual,artificialmagnetic impurity and tune in situ the parametersin the
Kondo problem. The first experimentaldemonstrationfor a Kondo effect in quantumdots
was recently reportedby Goldhaber-Gordon
and colleagues (8). We reporthere more extensive measurementsof the temperature(T)
dependence of the equilibriumand nonequilibrium Kondo effect in quantum dots that
agree well with the results of (8). In addition,
we presentdata using both perpendicularand
parallel magnetic fields (B) that unambiguously identify the Kondo physics, and we
demonstratethe tunabilityof the Kondo temperaturewith an applied gate voltage.
The importantparametersfor the Kondo
effect are illustratedin the energy diagramsof
Fig. 1. We treat the dot as an electron box
separatedfromthe leads by tunabletunnelbarrierswith a single spin-degenerateenergystate
so occupiedby one electronof eitherspinup or
spindown. The additionof a secondelectronto
this statecosts an on-siteCoulombenergy U =
e2/C. First-ordertunneling is blocked in the
case of Fig. 1A. An electroncannottunnelonto
the dot becausethe two-electronenergyso + U
exceedsthe Fermienergiesof the leads, FL and
-R* Also, the electronon the dot cannottunnel
off because so < ILL -R This blockade of
tunnelingis known as the Coulombblockade
(CB) (1). In contrastto first-ordertunneling,
higherorderprocessesin which the intermediate statecosts an energyof orderU areallowed
for shorttime scales. In particular,we are interestedin virtualtunnelingevents that effectively flip the spin on the dot. One such example is depicted in Fig. IA (1-3). Successive
spin-flipprocesses effectively screen the local
spin on the dot such that the electronsin the
leadsandon the dottogetherforma spin-singlet
state. This macroscopically correlated state
gives rise to the Kondo effect, which is well
known from low-temperatureresistivitymeasurementson metalscontaininga smallfraction
of magneticimpurities(9). In a quantumdot,
the Kondoeffect can be describedas a narrow
peak in the density of states (DOS) at the
electrochemicalpotentialsof the leads, F-L =
-R' as shown in Fig. lB (5-7). This Kondo
resonancegives rise to enhancedconductance

throughthe dot.Outof equilibrium,whena bias
voltage V is applied between the source and
drain,eV = AL - [ER' the Kondopeak in the
DOS splits into two peaks, each pinnedto one
chemicalpotential(Fig. IC) (5, 7). This splitting leads to two specific featuresin transport.
First, at zero magnetic field, the differential
conductancedIldVversus Vmimics the Kondo
resonancein the DOS, so a peak in dIldV is
expectedaroundzero voltage. Second, a magnetic field lifts spin degeneracy,resultingin a
dIldV versus V showing two peaks at eV =
?gJBB (5, 10), whereg is the Landefactorand
PB is the Bohr magneton.

In our GaAs/AlGaAsquantumdot devices
(Fig. ID), negative voltages applied to the
gates control the parametersEo, the electron
numberN, and FL' FR' the energy broadening
of the discrete states caused by the coupling
to the left and right leads. The conductance
shows CB oscillations on varying the gate
voltage Vg(for example, Fig. 2A). Although
the exact numberof electronsN is not known,
each period correspondsto a change of one
electron on the dot. N should thus oscillate
between an even and an odd number.If we
assume spin-degeneratefilling of the singleparticlestates (11), the total spin on the dot is

Fig. 1. (A) Schematic energy diagram of a dot
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with properties that are known as the Kondo

effect. (B)The Kondoeffect can be picturedas a
narrowresonancein the density-of-states(DOS)
of the dot at the Fermienergiesof the leads,,LL = PUR.The lowerenergybumpin the DOSis the
broadenedsingle-particle
state -O.(C)A source-drain
voltageVresultsinthe differenceeV = ,LL- UR
ForfiniteV,the DOSpeaksplitsin two;one peakis locatedat eachchemicalpotentiaL(D)A scanning
electronmicrographof the gate structurethat defines our quantumdots in the two-dimensional
electrongas (2DEG)that is about100 nm belowthe surfaceof a GaAs/AlGaAs
Dot 1
heterostructure.
has an estimatedsize of 170 nm by 170 nm andconfines-60 electrons,and dot 2 is about 130 nm
by 130 nm andconfines-35 electrons[see (13) for moredetails].We measuredCoulomboscillations
by simultaneously
sweepingthe voltageson gates 1 and 3.
Fig. 2. (A) Linearresponse
conductance G = I/V ver-

A

1 45mK
sus gate voltage Vgmea4
suredin dot 1 atB-Ofor
IS-- 5 K
5
V = 7.9 1iV at 45 mK3
*2
(solid) and 150 mK C 0.5-(dashed)(h is Plank'sconstant). The parity of the
electron number in the
0.0C
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valleys is indicatedby an
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B
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6
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inducedby gates 1 and 2
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5
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>
:
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IncreasingT from 45 to
O
0'6
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conductance of the even-
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numberedvalleys but de5
creases the conductance
O.0a
of valleys 3, 5, and 7. The
0
200
400
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-75
0
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detailed temperaturedeT(mK)
V(,V)
pendenceis shown in (B),
where we plot the change in valley conductance6Gvaiiey(T) = Gvalley(T) - Gvalley(Tbase)with Tbase
45 mK.The inset to (B) shows the spacingsAVgbetween adjacentpeaks.We observea larger
(smaller)peakspacingfor even (odd)N. (C) Differentialconductance,dl/dV,as a functionof Vfor
the center of each CBvalley in (A).The odd valleys have a pronouncedzero-biasmaximum.
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zero when N = even (all states are double- The middle valley in Fig. 3A is identified as
sets to Fig. 3C give the T dependence of the
a "Kondo"valley because it shows a larger dIldV peak maximum on a logarithmicscale
occupiedwith antiparallelspins), and for N =
odd the total spin is + 1/2(the topmoststate is
base temperatureconductancethanthe neigh- and the peak width (the full-width at threesingly occupiedwith eitherspinup or down).In boring valleys. The detailed T dependencein quarters maximum) on a linear scale. The
otherwords,for even N the dot is nonmagnetic, Fig. 3B shows thatthis Kondo valley also has logarithmicT dependenceof the maximumis
whereasfor odd N the dot has a net spin mag- a minimum conductance around 200 inK. expected for TK ' T (3). At low temperanetic moment(12). This propertyallows quan- Furtheirmore,
the conductancepeaks on either tures, the width is expected to saturate at
tum dots to be tuned between a Kondo and a
side of the Kondo valley decrease and move
-TK. We do not observe such saturation,
non-Kondosystem as we varyN with the gate apartwith increasing T (see also Fig. 3B) in which suggests that TK ' 45 mK in the
qualitative agreement with theoiy (5). The middle of the Kondo valley.
voltage.
In order to increase TK - [UF]vA
Measurementswere made on two quan- motion of the peak position, which has not
tum dots of similar shape (Fig. ID) (13) in a been previously reported, is attributedto a exp[-a(pfi-80)/2F], we decrease the distance
dilutionrefrigeratorwith an effective electron renormalizationof the noninteractingenergy between 80 and the Fer-mienergy by moving
base temperature Tbase
45 mK (14). The
state 80 due to fluctuationsin N.
away from the Kondo valley toward a neighTo investigate the nonequilibriumKondo boring CB peak. The zero-bias dIldVpeak is
spin-couplinginteractions,which give rise to
Kondo.physics, contributesignificantly only effect, we measuredthe differentialconduc- seen to increase in both height and width
for temperaturescomparableto or lower than tance dIldVin the center of the Kondo valley when tuning80 towardthe Fermienergy (Fig.
the Kondo temperature TK of Fig. 3A. At base temperature,dIldV has a 3D). The width of the dIldV peak, shown in
[UFf]
peak at V = 0 (Fig. 3C, bold curve).The peak Fig. 3E, is deteirminedby the largerof TKor
exp[- a(pQ-80)/2F],where F = FL+ FR
(15). To make this regime accessible exper- has a width of -50 pV, which is narrow T. The increase in width when approaching
imentally, F is made as large as possible by
the CB peaks on either side of the Kondo
comparedto the energy scales of U, i\, and F.
setting the gate voltages Vg such that the Increasing T broadensthe dIldVpeak until it valley indicates that here TKexceeds T. FigbroadenedCB oscillations in Fig. 2A slightly completely disappearsat -300 mK. The in- ure 3E demonstratesthe first control of TKin
overlap. This implies that F - a, where i\ is
the single-particlelevel spacing measuredas
Fig. 3. (A) Conduc0.1 and 0.15 meV in dots 1 and 2, respective0- B
A
tance Gfor B=O0and
13
---..
ly (16). The respective Coulomb energies U V = 5.9
02z~
pRVat 45
0.2
>
are 1 and 1.3 meV as measured in the weak (bold curve), 75, 100,
1\
tumnelingregime. In the stronger coupling and 130 mK in dot
2. Because dot 2 is
l\
2
regime of our measurements,U decreasesby
(D 0.1
<
45mK
smaller,
the
tunnel
of
a factor -2 (17).
barriers increase more
100 mK
9_
The dc conductanceG = I/V from dot 1 is
rapidLywith negative
130 mK
shown in Fig. 2A for electrontemperaturesof
gate voltage, and we
-0.05
0.0
45 and 150 mK. The base temperature(Tbase
-380
-350
200 400 600 800
(mV)
observe only three
Vg
45 mK) measurement shows even-odd consecutive valleys in
T(mK)
0.18
peak spacings (Fig. 2B, inset) that arise from the Kondoregime.The
the filling of spin-degenerateenergy states. middle valley shows
pronouncedKondobe\
Adding an odd-numberedelectron costs U +
_
havior.The remainderx*
zAin energy, whereas adding an even-num- of this figure shows
4)
E
bered electron costs only U. Although the the dependenceon T,
010 50 100
.
300
T(mK) 300
V, and co. (B) Left axis:
R
T(mK)
.=
absolutevalue of N is not exactly known, we
iGvaiiey(T)(*) for the.
obtain the parity of the electron number for
the valleys in Fig. 2A from the even-odd center of the middle
Kondo valley in (A).
spacings together with magnetic field mea- Right axis: Gate-volt0.06 0100
surements (11). Valleys with smaller peak age spacingAVg(T)of
-100
(
spacings (N = odd) also have a larger base the peaks bordering
V(IiV)
4 E
D
temperature conductance than their neigh- the Kondovalley. IncreasingT resultsboth
2
-CB peaks- t
bors, a result of the Kondo peak in the DOS
in a Kondominimum
t
enhancingthe valley conductancewhen N =
in 8Gva[[ey and an
odd. Comparingthe valley conductances,we
Kondo
-1 0.1
increasingpeak spacsee thatvalleys 3, 5, and 7 decreasewhen Tis
|
20 . valley .
ing that we ascribeto E
increased to 150 mK, whereas the even val- a renormaLization
of
0
75
-365 Vg(mV) -360
leys increase. This even-odd effect is illus- the energy level eo
-75
(C) Differential contrated in more detail in Fig. 2B, where we
V(IMV)
plot the change in valley conductance with ductancedIlIdVversus
V for T = 45 (bold),50, 75, 100, 130, 200, and 270 (dashed)mK.The gate voltage is set in the
= Gvalley(T)
temperathre, 6Gvalley(T)
in T.Thepeakwidth (the
centerof the middlevaLLey.
Thepeakmaximum(Leftinset) is Logarithmic
Gvaiiey (Thase)
Whereas all the valley confull-widthat three-quartermaximum,rightinset) is linearin T with a sLopeof 4.8kB(dotted line)
ductances for N = even increase with T, for (kBis BoLtzmann's
constant).Theasymmetryin the zero-biaspeakis probablybecauseFL 0 FR. (D)
at 45 mKfor differentgate voltagessteppingfromthe centerof the Kondo
N = odd the spin-correlationis destroyedby
Zero-biaspeakin dIlIdV
increasingT such that 6Gvalley first decreases. valley in (A)(bottomcurve,Vg= -363 mV) up the left side of the CBpeak(top curve,Vg = -366
The minimum in 6Gvalley strongly resembles mV). The curveshave been shifted so the backgroundvalues aLignat -75 RV.The amplitudeof
up the fLankof the CBpeak.
the resistance minimum in metallic Kondo the zero-biaspeak increasesas the conductanceG increasesmoving
at haLf-maximum
(E)We measurethe righthaLf-width
(RWHM)of the zero-biaspeak(relativeto
systems (9).
the baselinedlldVat - 75 ?V), whichbeginsto increasehaLfway
up the CBpeakon eitherside.The
Measurementson dot 2 also show agree- increasingwidth foLLows
the increaseof TKabove Tbase.
The increasein TKresultsfrom bringingeO
ment with expectations of the Kondo effect. toward the Fermi energies AL = RR by tuning the gate voltages.
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a Kondo system. The largest value we obtained for TKcan be estimatedfrom the largest dIldV peak in Fig. 3D; the width of -80
pLVimplies TK- 1 K.
The absence and presence of a zero-bias
peak for N = even or odd, respectively, can
be seen in the dIldV measurements for the
valleys of dot 1 in Fig. 2C. Valleys 3, 5, and
7 indeed have a narrowzero-bias peak. Valley 4 has a minimum in the dIldV (18),
whereas valley 6 has a flat dI/dV. Valley 2
shows a slight maximumat V = 0. This could
arise from a dot with a net spin of + 1 instead
of 0. Occasionally we observed small shoulders on the sides of peaks in dI/dV. It is
unclearwhetherthese shouldersare relatedto
the presence of multiple levels in our dots
(16).
A magnetic field B11in the plane of the
two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) splits
the spin-degeneratestates of the quantumdot
? gpLBB11/2.
by the Zeeman splitting,se =
+
When the dot has an unpaired electron, the
Kondo peak in the DOS at each chemical
potential is expected to split by twice the
Zeeman energy, 2gpBBI, (5). In equilibrium,
there is no longer a peak in the DOS at AL =
IAR, and the zero-bias conductance is not
Fig. 4. (A) The splittingof the
zero-biaspeak in the differential conductancedI/dVwith a
magneticfield B11in the plane
of the 2DEG;from top to bottom: BI, = 0.10, 0.43, 0.56,

0.80,0.98, 1.28, 1.48, 2.49, and
3.49 T.Thecurvesare offset by
0.02 e 2Ih. Above -0.5 T, we
resolvea splittingthat increases linearly with

B11.
The data are

enhanced. Instead, one expects the peak in
dIldV to be shifted to a finite bias V =

Peaks in dIldV reported in (8) were split
by 33 pV/T in a magnetic field B1 perpen-g B l/e = +25 pV/T, where g = -0.44
dicular to the plane of 2DEG. This value,
for bulk GaAs. In Fig. 4A we show that significantly less than the expected 50 pLV/
indeed the zero-bias peak splits into two T, could result from quantumHall states in
peaks when we increaseB11
from 0 to 7 T. The the leads. Figure 4C shows the dIldV at
peak positions, shown in Fig. 4B, fall directly B1= 1.89 T for both our quantum dot
on top of the theoretical prediction, +25
(solid) and a single quantum point contact
pLV/T(dashed lines) (19).
(dashed). Each curve shows split peaks in
The correctsplittingof the dIldVpeak with dIldV at 36 pV/T. The point contacts of
magneticfield is consideredas the most distinct both our dots showed significant structure
sign of Kondophysics(5). Probingthe Zeeman around -35 pV/T in a perpendicularmagdoubletsingle-particlestatewiththe differential netic field. What might cause a field-depenconductancecould also reveal a peak split lin- dent splitting in the dIldV of a quantum
ear in B11.
However,in this case, the splittingis point contact is unclear. However, the orgate-voltagedependent.A gate voltage-inde- bital changes caused by B1 severely compendent peak split by 2gpLBBI,
distinctively plicate the identification of Kondo physics
identifiesthe Kondoeffect with no freeparam- in a perpendicular magnetic field. Furthereters. Figure 4, D and E, shows a gray-scale more, with the formation of spin-polarized
plot of dIldVas a functionof V and Vgover a Landau levels in the leads, a single electron
Kondo valley. The maxima of the CB peaks on the dot cannot equally couple to both
(horizontal)and the Kondo dIldVpeak (verti- spin states in the leads, which should supcal) are indicatedby dashedlines. In Fig. 4, D press the Kondo resonance.
and E, the maximain dIldVoccuronly for the
Kondo valley and not for the neighboringvalleys. The locationsof the splitmaximaforB11=
References and Notes
1. For a review, see L. P. Kouwenhovenet al., in Meso1.5 T are independentof Vg throughoutthe
scopic Electron Transport,Proceedings of a NATO
valley.
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405_
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valleyson eitherside of the Kondovalley do not show a zero-biasor split dIldVpeak.The arrows
on the bottomaxis of (E)indicatethe theoreticalsplitting,whichshouldbe independentof V, with
a value of ?37.5 ,uVat B11
= 1.5 T. The arrowsmatch the experimentalresultsvery well.
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Mass-independent Oxygen
Isotope Fractionation in
Atmospheric CO as a Result of
the Reaction CO + OH
T. Rockmann, C. A. M. Brenninkmeijer, G. Saueressig,
P. Bergamaschi, J. N. Crowtey, H. Fischer, P. J. Crutzen
Atmospheric carbon monoxide (CO) exhibits mass-independent fractionation
in the oxygen isotopes. An 170 excess up to 7.5 per mil was observed in summer
at high northernlatitudes. The majorsource of this puzzlingfractionation in this
important trace gas is its dominant atmospheric removal reaction, CO + OH
-*
CO2 + H, in which the surviving CO gains excess 170. The occurrence of
mass-independent fractionation in the reaction of CO with OH raises fundamental questions about kinetic processes. At the same time the effect is a useful
markerfor the degree to which CO in the atmosphere has been reacting with
OH.
Small variations in isotopic composition occur throughoutnature and often give useftil
informationaboutphysical, chemical, and biological processes. The various underlying
isotope fractionation effects are nonnally
proportionalto isotopic mass differences (1);
however, isotope fractionation effects have
recently been discovered that do not depend
on the mass of the substitutedisotope (2-10).
The causes of the sometimes exceptionally
strong mass-independentfractionation(MIF)
are complex and not yet understood. In the
atmosphereMIF is widespread, and each of
the importanttrace gases-03
(2, 6), CO2
(7), CO (5, 8, 9) and N20 (10)-has excess
170, which for oxygen is an excellent marker
for MIF. The clearest case of MIF occurs in
atmospheric03, in which both 170 and 180
are nearly equally enhanced relative to its
precursor,atmospheric02' This is in contrast
to most other oxygen-bearingcompounds on

effect was linked to MIF in 03 (5). The
reaction of 03 with unsaturatedhydrocarbons, mainly isoprene and terpenes emitted
by plants, indeed produces CO that inherits
the relatively strong MIF in 03 of 25 to 40
per mil (5, 6). However, despite the large
A170(03) value, there is insufficient CO
from this source to explain the observed
A170(CO) values in remote air masses (5).
Our measurementsreveal that A 170(CO)
values at high northernlatitudesvary seasonally (Fig. 1). In winter, CO in clean surface
air at Alert and Spitsbergenpeaks at about
170 ppb. Removal rates for reaction with
hydroxyl (OH) are low, the sources outweigh
the sink, and the isotopic composition of the
accumulating CO reflects that of the combined sources. Because fossil fuel combustion is an important source of CO, 6180
values arehigh (12) and A170(CO) values are
low (5). Duringspringand summer,oxidative
Earth for which 8170 = 0.52 x 6180 (11).
cleaning of the atmosphere by OH gathers
For MIF, A170
8170 - 0.52 x 8180 0 0.
momentum and CO levels decline. ConcurMIF in CO was discovered from analysis rently 86O values decrease because of the
of samples collected in New Zealand (8).
inverse kinetic isotope effect (13) and the
Subsequentmeasurementsestablished that it diminishedrole of fossil fuel sources (12). In
is a widespreadphenomenon,and initially the contrast,A170(CO) values reachtheirhighest
levels when OH peaks in summer, implicatand OH as a
Max Ptanck Institute for Chemistry,Atmospheric ing the reaction between CO
Chemistry Division, Postfach 3060, 55020 Mainz, -possiblesource of MIF.
Germany.
To investigate MIF in this reaction, we
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saturateda mixture of -1% CO in He or N2
as the bath gas with H2O2 vapor and circulated the mixture through a photochemical
reactorin which OH was producedfromphotolysis of H202 with a Xe lamp (wavelength
X > 190 nm). After a reaction time of 15 to
90 min, typically 15 to 65% of the original
CO had been oxidized, and the residual CO
was analyzed for its 13C/12C and 180/160
ratioby mass spectrometry(12, 14). For 10/
160 analysis, samples were first convertedto
02 with a F2-basedtechnique (15). With this
method 170/160 variations can be resolved
from the strongly interfering 13C/12C variations. The results show thatthe remainingCO
fraction progressively obtains excess 170
(Fig. 2). The effect diminishes at lower pressures and also when He is used as a bath gas.
The equilibriumfractionation,plotted versus
pressure in Fig. 3, was derived from the
slopes of the linear fits in Fig. 2.
To ascertain that the MIF observed here
exclusively arises from the chemical reaction
of CO with OH, we need to exclude possible
interferences. An alternative mechanism
would be transfer of MIF from OH to CO
through isotopic exchange. However, measurements confirm that the H202 used and
consequentlythe OH formed is free of MIF.
Furthermore,there exists experimental and
theoretical evidence against significant oxygen isotope exchange in the reactionbetween
CO and OH (16).
The generationof MIF in CO by means of
exchange with OH is excluded in the troposphereas well (5). Although atmosphericOH
is mainly producedby the reaction O(1D) +
H20 -> 2 OH, and initially must reflect the
strong MIF of 03 [the O(1D) precursor],fast
exchange with H20 accordingto OH + H20
-> H20 + OH efficiently washes the MIF
signal out (17).
Other potential interfering agents in our
experiments were 0(3P) or O(1D), which
could cause MIF by exchange or reaction
with CO. Whether or not 02 iS excluded from

the experiments,some is inevitablyproduced
by thermal decomposition.of H202 and the
photochemicalreactionsinvolving OH, HO2,
and H202. Experimentswith the addition of
10 to 20% 02, with and without H202, confirm that MIF in the remaining CO only
occurs when H202 is present.
An independentcheck on our experiments
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